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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This study investigates a question relevant to many investors: do the broad Real Estate Investment
Trust (REIT) return characteristics reflect those of the broad direct real estate markets. The paper
makes several contributions to the literature in addition to using more recent data: (1) we use data
for six countries (Australia, France, Germany, Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S.); (2) we estimate
both country-specific and panel models to increase the reliability and generalizability of the
analysis; (3) we estimate a structural vector autoregressive model to be able to better and more
reliably interpret the various shocks in the system; and (4) we investigate the effects of global
liquidity shocks, among other shocks. Our results indicate that over the mid to long horizon, broad
REIT and direct returns have similar characteristics and are highly correlated at the panel level. Also,
the two types of exposure to real estate exhibit similar reactions to economic shocks. Thus, the
paper makes a case that investors do not necessarily need to worry much about compositional
effects when aiming to track broad international direct market performance by investing in listed
real estate.

Listed real estate; REITs;
portfolio diversification;
panel regression

I. Introduction

Real estate has been shown to provide significant
diversification benefits in a portfolio containing
financial assets but also other types of alternative
assets (Hoesli, Lekander, and Witkiewicz 2004;
Lizieri 2013; Pagliari 2017; Delfim and Hoesli 2019).
Against this background, the question of whether
listed real estate behaves as private real estate is an
important one for investors. If listed and direct real
estate returns are generated by a common ‘real estate
factor’ over the long horizon, then listed real estate
securities – at least when leverage in controlled for –
are expected to provide similar returns and return
volatilities and the same diversification benefits as
direct real estate in a mixed-asset portfolio of a longhorizon buy-and-hold investor, such as a pension
fund or a sovereign wealth fund. Obviously, listed
real estate investments would then constitute an
appealing avenue for investing in the asset class
given the flexibility, liquidity, and low transaction
costs of such investments.
It could be expected that the returns and risks of
privately traded direct investments and of
CONTACT Elias Oikarinen

elias.oikarinen@oulu.fi
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securities that are based on direct assets are alike,
at least in the long run and after catering for the
effects of leverage. After all, the security cash flows
are generated from the underlying direct assets
(i.e., the expected cash flows and their volatility
should be similar). Nevertheless, due to factors
such as higher liquidity and lower transaction
costs of assets traded in public markets, the returns
on listed securities may deviate from those on
private assets. In particular, a lower liquidity pre
mium and lower transaction costs could induce
a lower required (and therefore also expected)
return on listed assets. Also the diversification ben
efits offered by securities versus direct assets can
differ, at least in the relatively short term, possibly
affecting the required rates of return. In addition, it
is well known that the public asset markets are
more informationally efficient than their private
counterparts. Therefore, it is essentially an empiri
cal question to examine whether the trading ‘plat
form’ influences the asset returns and return
volatilities, and hence whether listed and direct
real estate are akin.
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Given the importance of the topic for numerous
types of investors, it is not surprising that the
relationship between listed and direct real estate
has been investigated intensively in the literature.
Regarding public market performance, these stu
dies have typically relied on data for listed real
estate investment trusts (REITs). Over the short
term, REIT returns correlate strongly with stock
returns rather than with real estate returns
(MacKinnon and Al Zaman 2009; Hoesli and
Oikarinen 2012). However, it has been shown that
over the longer horizon – at least when controlling
for property type and the leverage of REITs – listed
real estate returns tend to co-move with the real
estate market and the correlation with stock
returns is weaker (e.g., Hoesli and Oikarinen
2012). The observed discrepancy between shortand long-term correlations is not surprising given
the notable frictions in direct real estate markets
that tend to make direct market price adjustments
sluggish. Such sluggish adjustments can cause
lead–lag relations between REIT and direct returns
that diminish the short-term correlations (Li,
Mooradian, and Yang 2009; Oikarinen, Hoesli,
and Serrano 2011; Yunus, Hansz, and Kennedy
2012; Hoesli, Oikarinen, and Serrano 2015).
The evidence on the similarity of returns and
their volatilities is more mixed. In Pagliari, Scherer,
and Monopoli (2005) and Hoesli and Oikarinen
(2016), the mean returns and return volatilities of
REITs and direct real estate do not differ in
a statistically significant manner. Riddiough,
Moriarty, and Yeatman (2005), in turn, report
a three percentage point difference between REIT
and direct returns. Ling and Naranjo (2015) pro
vide evidence of the REIT market outperforming
the private real estate market for some sectors,
while direct investments provide higher returns in
other markets. The latter two papers do not test for
the significance of the differences, though. All of
these studies aim to carefully control for property
type and leverage.
While the trend in academic research has been
towards using more and more narrowly defined
real estate categories when comparing the return
characteristics, we move in the opposite direction.
That is, our aim is to ask a question that is relevant
to many investors: do the broad REIT index return
characteristics generally reflect those of the broad

direct real estate markets? If the answer is yes, an
investor does not necessarily need to concentrate
on the geographic and sectoral mixes in order to
track broad private market performance by REITs.
Hence, the aim of this paper is different from most
of the recent studies on the topic: we do not aim to
consider the sectoral mix, but rather explore
whether, notwithstanding the effect of leverage,
investing in the REIT index generates similar
return characteristics (and therefore substitutabil
ity) as those of the direct real estate portfolio of
institutional investors in that country.
Relative to the extant literature on how closely
listed real estate returns reflect direct returns, this
paper makes multiple contributions in addition to
using more recent data and considering the ‘broad
view’. First, we use data for more countries than
previous studies – altogether six (Australia, France,
Germany, Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S.).
Second, we estimate both country-specific and
panel models to increase the reliability and general
izability of the analysis. Third, we estimate
a structural vector autoregressive model to better
and more reliably interpret the various economic
shocks in the system. This method helps identify
ing which shocks cause similar or different reac
tions on the two types of real estate exposure and
has not been used in the earlier studies on the topic.
In addition to the listed and direct real estate
indexes, we incorporate in the analysis a number of
fundamental variables that are expected to influ
ence and have been found to affect listed and direct
real estate returns and that can be utilized to iden
tify the structural (i.e., more reliably identifiable)
economic shocks. These variables incorporate
a global liquidity variable, the inclusion of which
is another novelty of this paper and is done in order
to investigate the influences of global liquidity
shocks. We use annual data for the six countries
for the period 1998–2017 and control for the lever
age of listed investments.
Our results indicate that over the mid to long
horizon, REIT and direct real estate returns and
return volatilities are similar at the broad level. The
correlation between the returns is high over the
long horizon whether or not one controls for the
leverage of REITs. Also, the two types of exposure
exhibit similar reactions to economic shocks. Thus,
the paper makes a case that the two types of
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exposure to the asset class are largely substitutable
over the long term and that investors generally do
not need to worry much about compositional
effects when aiming to track broad direct market
performance with REITs. Interestingly, while we
observe positive global liquidity shocks to increase
both listed and direct real estate values, positive
real estate-related shocks in turn increase the
liquidity.
The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. We next present the methods, before dis
cussing the data. The following section contains
a discussion of the results. A final section contains
concluding remarks.
II. Methods

In the empirical analysis, we use simple F-statistics
and investigate correlation structures of listed and
direct real estate investments, as well as estimate
pairwise regression models and a structural panel
vector-autoregressive (SVAR) model to study the
return dynamics. Moreover, cointegration tests are
conducted based on the regression models.
Throughout the analysis, log returns are used, i.e.,
returns are computed as first differences of broad
public and private real estate total return indexes in
the natural log form.
Similar to Pagliari, Scherer, and Monopoli
(2005) and Hoesli and Oikarinen (2016), we apply
the conventional F-test to study the equality of
listed and direct real estate returns and volatilities.
A novelty compared with earlier studies is the use
of panel tests: we conduct tests including all six
countries together as a panel in addition to inves
tigating each country separately. The panel
approach enables us to consider the broader view.
A complication that weakens the reliability of
the conventionally used F-test is that the F-test
results can be highly dependent on the ending
and starting dates of the sample period. Given the
observed lead–lag relations between listed and
direct real estate returns and the tendency of direct
market prices to react to changes sluggishly, this
can be problematic particularly if the starting or
ending period represents an abnormal time period,
such as a financial crisis time or a period with
otherwise notable shocks in the market fundamen
tals. Also, (abnormally) prominent cycles, such as
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the one due to the global financial crisis (GFC) of
the 2000s, and thereby unusually high return vola
tility in the sample period, increases the likelihood
of accepting the null of similar returns in the F-test.
Hence, we estimate panel regression models –
that are less vulnerable to such complications – to
test for the long-term relationship between the
returns. In these regression models (the natural
log of) the REIT total return index (REIT) is the
left-hand-side variable, while the broad direct mar
ket return index (MSCI) is the right-hand side
variable:
REITi;t ¼ αi þ βi MSCIi;t þ εi;t

(1)

Given that direct market returns can be endogen
ous with respect to REIT returns, we apply the
Panel Fully Modified OLS (FMOLS) estimator of
Pedroni (2000, 2001) in these regressions. While
the conventional fixed-effects and random-effects
OLS estimators can exhibit endogeneity bias, the
FMOLS estimator is consistent even in the pre
sence of endogenous regressors and endogeneity
arising due to possible omitted variables (Pedroni
2001, 2007). We report regression results for both
the pooled FMOLS estimator (PFMOLS) that does
not allow for heterogeneity across the countries
other than the country-specific fixed-effects (i.e.,
βi is the same for all countries i) and the FMOLS
mean-group estimator (MG-FMOLS) that allows
for heterogeneity in the parameter estimate across
countries for the direct market return index too
(i.e., βi varies across i). In contrast to the fixedeffects OLS estimator, the FMOLS estimators are
also super-consistent in the presence of nonstationary but cointegrated data.
We then test for cointegration between the
return indexes using the CIPS panel unit root test
(Pesaran 2007), and test for the hypothesis that βi =
1 with the Wald F-test both for individual countries
and at the panel level. This provides an additional
advantage over the simple F-test on returns: a oneto-one cointegrating relation between two asset
return indexes would indicate that the equivalence
of mean returns is not just a coincidence that is
likely to vanish in the future, but that there are
strong economic forces keeping the series together
in the long run due to an equilibrium relation
between the series. This analysis is less prone to
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the potential complications caused by sample per
iod timing: while the F-test is to a major extent
based on the starting and ending values of return
indexes, the tests grounded on the regression mod
els are based on the relationship between the return
indexes during the whole sample period. Moreover,
the concept of cointegration allows for even large
temporary deviations from a long-run equilibrium
relation, and cointegration of return indexes would
indicate that the return correlation approaches one
as the assumed investment horizon is extended.
Cointegration analysis has been previously used
to investigate the long-term relationship between
the stock market and listed or direct real estate, or
among real estate markets, as well (Lin and Fuerst
2014; Yunus 2018).
Any observed comovement between REIT and
direct market returns may be an indirect effect of
economic factors, not due to a pure influence of
the markets on each other; hence, it is interesting
to study the influences of shocks in various eco
nomic factors on listed and direct real estate
returns. Vector autoregressive (VAR) models pro
vide a useful tool to conduct such investigations.
In particular, the investigation of impulse
response functions derived from VAR models
allows for the comparison of the reaction patterns
of returns to various shocks. The analysis is parti
cularly interesting if the shocks can be given eco
nomic interpretations in that the model
restrictions are based on economic arguments
and the observed impulse responses of the funda
mental economic variables support the interpreta
tion of the shock origin. In such case, the model
may be called SVAR.
Given our aim to study the broader market
dynamics, we estimate a panel SVAR model. This
also enables us to have enough observations for
a more reliable analysis, given the limited number
of observations for individual countries. The esti
mated SVAR includes an error-correction mechan
ism that takes account of the observed stationary
long-term relations (i.e., cointegration) between
the return indexes. Although SVAR models have
been used to study the effects of shocks in eco
nomic fundamentals on asset returns (e.g., Yang
et al. 2018), such modelling approach has not been
previously used to compare the REIT and direct
real estate dynamics.

In panel (S)VAR models, the presence of lagged
dependent variables on the right-hand side of the
system of equations causes the well-known Nickell
bias (Nickell 1981). Therefore, we estimate the
SVAR model with the Arellano and Bover (1995)
GMM estimator that removes the bias. To identify
the shocks for the purposes of impulse response
analysis, only short-run restrictions are used in this
analysis. The restrictions applied to identify the
shocks are discussed in section 4.
All the panel analyses give equal weight to each
of the six markets included in the analysis. Hence,
the results from these analyses basically concern
a portfolio with equal weights for each of the six
countries.
III. Data

Given that much of the extant empirical evidence
concerns the U.S. and to a lesser extent the U.K.
(exceptions include Hoesli and Oikarinen 2012;
Yunus, Hansz, and Kennedy 2012; Haran et al.
2013), our objective is to include as many countries
as possible for which sufficient data are available.
The available data allows us to include annual data
for six countries: Australia, France, Germany,
Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S. The set of
countries is highly representative as they account
for over 70% of the free float of REIT market
capitalization in developed countries. For direct
real estate, we use the MSCI indexes of institutional
real estate holdings, while for listed investments we
use the EPRA/NAREIT indexes. The time period
for our data is from 1998 to 2017. As the aim is
specifically to study the long-term relationships,
the use of annual data should not cause complica
tions: within year quarterly or monthly variations
in the returns are not of notable relevance for longhorizon buy-and-hold investors. The annual nat
ure of the data obviously restricts the number of
observations per country, but the use of panel data
diminishes this complication: the panel includes
120 observation points (20 for each country).
REIT returns are, by construction, net of portfo
lio-level management fees. However, such fees are
not readily deducted from MSCI returns. Thus, we
deduct portfolio-level management costs from the
MSCI data to make the returns comparable.
Following Riddiough, Moriarty, and Yeatman
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(2005) and Ling and Naranjo (2015), we assume 80
bps management fees. This assumption also is well
in line with the management fees reported for
pension funds in a range of countries by
Andonov, Eichholtz, and Kok (2015).
Direct returns are desmoothed using
a desmoothing parameter of 0.5 (Geltner et al.
2007), and REIT returns are unlevered using the
actual leverage of constituent companies in the
EPRA/NAREIT indexes for each country. Similar
to Pagliari, Scherer, and Monopoli (2005) and
Hoesli and Oikarinen (2016), we compute the
unlevered REIT returns using the formula that is
based on the well-known proposition of Modigliani
and Miller (1958):

ruit ¼ reit ð1

LTVit Þ þ rdit LTVit
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where ruit = the unlevered REIT return in country
i in period t, reit = the return on equity of REITs in
country i in period t, rdit = the cost of debt in
country i in period t, and LTVit = the REIT loanto-value ratio in country i in period t. The cost of
debt applied in the computations is the BBB rated
corporate bond yield for the corresponding coun
try sourced from Macrobond.
Figure 1 shows the indexes of direct real estate
(net of management fees) and unlevered listed
investments. The indexes for the two types of
exposure move by and large in line, except for
Australia, Germany, and the U.S. In Australia,
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Figure 1. Indexes of unlevered listed and direct real estate (net of management costs).
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the listed market suffered heavily during the GFC
and was slow in recovering thereafter, whereas in
the U.S. the relationship between listed and
direct market returns since the GFC is just the
opposite. In Germany, the listed market outper
formed the direct market as a consequence of the
much higher weight of the residential sector in
the listed index than in the direct index.
Germany is considerably different from the
other markets considered in terms of the discre
pancy in property type mix between direct and
listed indexes.
Based on theoretical considerations (i.e., the
basic asset pricing formula) and previous empirical
evidence (Hoesli and Oikarinen 2012; Hoesli,
Oikarinen, and Serrano 2015), the set of economic
fundamentals incorporated in the SVAR model
includes GDP, the risk premium, the short-term
risk-free interest rate, and consumer sentiment.
GDP measures growth in the real economy that
influences the demand for real estate space, and
thereby the expected rental cash flows. The default
risk premium (D), which is defined as the spread
between the low-grade corporate bond benchmark
yield (BBB, Moody’s) and the 10-year government
bond yield, is expected to influence the risk pre
mium component of the discount factor (i.e., the
required rate of return) in the asset pricing for
mula. The short-term interest rate (R), too, can be
assumed to affect the discount rate and is measured
by the three-month interbank rate. Finally, we use
confidence indicators from national consumer opi
nion surveys to capture the consumer sentiment
that is expected to predict future economic growth,
and thereby rental growth. The sentiment compo
nent of the confidence indicators can be regarded
as the component that is unrelated to prevailing
economic fundamentals. Therefore, similar to, e.g.,
Ling, Naranjo, and Scheick (2014) and Hoesli,
Oikarinen, and Serrano (2015), we regress the dif
ferenced confidence indicator on the three eco
nomic fundamentals (differenced) mentioned
above and use the residual series of this OLS regres
sion as our sentiment measure (S). For France,
Germany, and the Netherlands, the GDP and
S are at the country level, whereas D and R reflect
the whole Euro area. For Australia, the U.K., and
the U.S., all the aforementioned series are national
ones.

As a novelty compared with earlier research on
the topic, we additionally include in the analysis
a variable that aims to capture global liquidity (L).
Following the definition by the Bank of
International Settlements (BIS), the term ‘global
liquidity’ refers here to the ease of financing in
global financial markets. Given that we are inter
ested in the influence of market and funding liquid
ity on the asset returns, our measure of global
liquidity is the total credit from banks to the nonbank sector globally (this liquidity indicator is pro
vided by BIS; for the global liquidity definitions, see
Domanski, Fender, and McGuire 2011). The
liquidity measure as well as data on all the other
economic fundamentals are downloaded from
Macrobond. Table A1 in the appendix summarizes
the variables we use.
As a preliminary check, we report panel unit
root tests to examine the stationarity of each vari
able. Since the data include notable cross-sectional
correlation, we report the cross-sectional augmen
ted IPS (CIPS) panel unit root test (Pesaran 2007).
The CIPS test is based on ADF regressions that are
augmented with cross-sectional averages of the
variables (i.e., CADF regressions) and is thereby
not biased by cross-sectional dependence in the
data. The test also allows for heterogeneity across
countries. The results reported in Table 1 indicate
that, as expected based on earlier empirical evi
dence, the variables should be treated as nonstationary in levels. For all the differenced vari
ables, the test statistics indicate stationarity.

IV. Empirical analysis
Return and volatility comparisons

Table 2 reports the average returns, standard devia
tion of returns, and F-tests of equality of means and
standard deviations for listed and direct real estate
investments. Results are reported at the panel level
and by country. Most important for the purposes of
this study is to consider the panel level results,
reported at the top of Table 2: the panel level results
in particular correspond to our ‘broad view’ in
terms of considering, in practice, a portfolio with
equal weights for each of the six countries.
Panel results indicate that the returns on direct
and listed investments are not statistically different
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Table 1. CIPS unit root test statistics.
Variable
REIT
Direct real estate
GDP
Interest rate
Risk premium
Sentiment
Global liquidity a

Level
–1.115
–2.240
–1.277
–1.726
–2.146
–2.274
–1.374a

Difference
–3.786**
–3.133**
–1.729*
–2.673**
–5.939**
–3.569**
–2.086*a

* and ** denote statistical significance at the 5% and 1% level, respectively.
The null hypothesis is that of non-stationarity. The CIPS test statistics are
based on country-specific CADF regressions. The number of lags in the
CADF regressions is allowed to vary across countries. For each country, the
lag length is based on the general-to-specific method, using a threshold
significance level of 5% and a maximum lag length of four. The CADF
regressions for levels include a country-specific intercept, and those for
differenced variables do not include any deterministic variables. a Since the
global liquidity variable is the same for all the countries, the DF-GLS unit
root test is applied to the global liquidity series.
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sector composition – is excluded from the panel. At
the broad, i.e., panel, level the mean return point
estimates of unlevered listed and direct invest
ments are of similar magnitude in terms of eco
nomic significance as well. When Germany is
excluded from the analysis, the mean returns are
particularly close to each other (7.3% vs. 7.2%).
Hence, the statistics reported in Table 2 indicate
that direct and listed real estate investments pro
vide similar mean return and volatility character
istics at the broad level (when leverage is controlled
for). This is in line with the fact that both are based
on the same underlying assets. It is also consistent

Table 2. Means, standard deviations and F-tests by country and overall (with and without Germany).
With Germany
F-test
Average
Standard
(p-value) of
(%)
Deviation (%) Equal Means
Panel Overall
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.
Australia
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.
France
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.
Germany
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.
Netherlands
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.
U.K.
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.
U.S.
Direct
Listed Lev.
Listed Unlev.

Without Germany
F-test
(p-value) of
Equal Variances

6.65
8.09
7.25

11.91
23.65
10.50

0.565
0.689

0.000***
0.181

8.94
5.88
6.73

9.70
23.52
11.58

0.603
0.528

0.001***
0.461

7.93
12.51
8.46

9.95
21.24
10.84

0.401
0.877

0.002***
0.719

4.02
6.42
7.01

3.46
22.71
9.42

0.751
0.202

0.000***
0.000***

6.56
7.45
6.39

6.31
19.51
10.62

0.852
0.953

0.000***
0.033**

6.07
6.47
6.97

18.94
25.44
12.65

0.957
0.866

0.221
0.095*

6.40
9.79
7.96

16.63
19.97
8.68

0.574
0.720

0.426
0.009***

Average
Standard
F-test (p-value) of
(%)
Deviation (%)
Equal Means
7.18
8.42
7.30

12.91
21.71
10.74

0.635
0.945

F-test
(p-value) of
Equal Variances

0.000***
0.077*

*, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

from one another regardless of whether listed
returns are levered or unlevered. In contrast, the
variance of levered listed returns is much greater
than that of direct real estate. This difference in
variance disappears once listed returns are unlev
ered. The conclusions remain similar when
Germany – which differs from the other countries
in the analysis due to the greater discrepancy
between EPRA/NAREIT and MSCI in the property

with previous empirical evidence by Pagliari,
Scherer, and Monopoli (2005) and Hoesli and
Oikarinen (2016).
Returns of direct and listed real estate are not
significantly different in any of the countries, and
the return point estimates of unlevered REITs are
relatively close to those of direct real estate. The
lack of any significant differences in average
returns in individual countries may be partly due
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Figure 2. Correlations between listed real estate and direct real estate and stocks.

to the small number of observations and the com
plications with the F-test discussed in section 2,
though. In Germany and Australia, the difference
between the average unlevered REIT and MSCI
returns is greater than in the other countries.
Unlevered REIT returns were more volatile than
MSCI returns only in Germany and the
Netherlands during the sample period, and the
direct market appears to be very volatile in both
the U.S. and the U.K. Germany stands out: the
direct market has a very low volatility and unlev
ered listed returns are much higher than returns on
direct investments.1
Figure 2 shows the REIT and direct real estate
return correlations, and for comparison also the
correlations between REITs and the overall stock
market, at the panel level depending on the
assumed investment horizon from one to five
years.2 Beyond the two-year horizon the correla
tion between listed and direct real estate continues
to increase while that between listed real estate and
stocks declines. Unlevering listed returns does not
alter any of those conclusions.3 The increasing
correlation between listed and direct real estate
1

with the time horizon is in line with the results of
Hoesli and Oikarinen (2016) using sector data for
the U.S.
While the small number of observations does
not allow for similar country-level correlation
curves as presented in Figure 2, the panel level
analysis in any case is the important one for the
broad view of comparing the listed and direct mar
kets. Nevertheless, country-level results also imply
that the correlation between listed and direct real
estate increases with the time horizon extending
from one to two years (Table A2 in the appendix).
In Germany, the correlation between listed and
direct real estate is very low. This is presumably due
to different property types being considered in each
index – while the residential sector dominates the
German REIT index, commercial real estate has
a major weight in the direct market index. This
implies that if the property type mixes are ‘too’
far apart, then the broad REIT and direct market
portfolios/indexes do not work as substitutes, even
if they do so at the broad international, multicountry level. The implication is in line with several
articles showing notable differences across

The desmoothing parameter of 0.5 implies that appraised values take one year to reflect market conditions. We also tested whether the volatility difference
between MSCI and unlevered REITs in Germany becomes insignificant if a desmoothing parameter of 0.67 is applied (this parameter assumes that it takes two
years for the appraisals to reflect market conditions): the direct market standard deviation increases from 3.64% to 4.97%, but the volatility difference
between the assets remains significant.
2
The correlations over horizons longer than one year are computed using overlapping observation windows to keep the number of observations greater and
thus to be able to estimate the correlations more reliably. The stock returns are based on broad stock market total return indexes for each country: ASX
(Australia), CAC40 (France), MDAX (Germany), AEX All Share (Netherlands), FTSE All Share (the U.K.), and S&P 500 Composite (the U.S.).
3
The variations in the correlation coefficients between one and five-year horizons are highly statistically significant for all the four presented return pairs. Also,
at the longer horizons, the differences between REIT-direct and REIT-stock correlations are highly significant.
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Table 3. FMOLS results.
Dependent variable: REIT
Right-hand side variable: MSCI
Panel Results
Coefficient
(Standard Error)
CIPS Test
Wald Test
Homogeneity Test

With Germany
Pooled FMOLS
1.123***
(0.065)
– 1.809**
0.062*

Individual Country Coefficients
Australia
Coefficient
0.716***
(Standard Error)
(0.063)
Wald Test
0.000***

Mean-Group FMOLS
1.261***
(0.049)
– 2.564***
0.000***
0.000***
France
1.231***
(0.057)
0.001***

Without Germany
Pooled FMOLS
1.087***
(0.066)
– 1.281
0.187

Germany
1.701***
(0.194)
0.002***

Mean-Group FMOLS
1.174***
(0.046)
– 2.247***
0.000***
0.000***
Netherl.
1.320***
(0.109)
0.010**

U.K.
1.267***
(0.133)
0.061*

U.S.
1.333***
(0.151)
0.042**

*,** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively. The CIPS unit root tests do not include deterministic variables, since the
residuals from FMOLS equations should not be trending in the presence of cointegration (adding a constant term in the tests would allow for trending
residuals). The homogeneity test is the F-test proposed by Pedroni (2007), where the null hypothesis is that of homogenous slope coefficients across
countries. The null hypothesis in the Wald test is that the coefficient on MSCI equals one.

property sectors in terms of mean returns, return
volatilities, and return dynamics (Hoesli and
Oikarinen 2012; Hoesli, Oikarinen, and Serrano
2015; Ling and Naranjo 2015).
Regression and cointegration analysis

Table 3 contains the FMOLS regression results. In
the FMOLS and SVAR models, we use only unlev
ered REIT data. Based on the pooled FMOLS
results, the long-term similarity of listed and direct
returns is a borderline case in terms of statistical
significance: the point estimate on MSCI is 1.12,
and the one-to-one relationship between the
indexes could be rejected at the 6.2% level by the
Wald test. The MG-FMOLS estimate is slightly
greater (1.26) and differs significantly from one
implying that over the long run unlevered REIT
returns are overall slightly greater than the broad
direct market returns. These models also are coin
tegrated based on the CIPS test, indicating that the
estimated relationship represents a tight long-term
relationship between the indexes towards which
the markets tend to move. Figure A1 in the appen
dix shows that – despite some notable deviations in
the short term, especially around the GFC period –
the REIT (unlevered) total return indexes follow
the estimated relations closely during the sample
period. Note that the MG-FMOLS model is pre
ferred over PFMOLS, since the Pedroni (2007)
homogeneity test indicates that there is significant
cross-sectional variation in the coefficient esti
mates – hence the model fits presented in Figure

A1 are based on the MG-FMOLS country-specific
estimates.
Given the peculiarity of the German case, we
repeat the estimations without Germany. In these
estimations, the point estimates are somewhat clo
ser to one, and the hypothesis of the coefficient on
MSCI being equal to one is now clearly accepted in
the PFMOLS model, which is not stationary
though. Based on the stationary MG-FMOLS
model, the hypothesis of a one-to-one long-run
relationship can be rejected without Germany as
well. Therefore, the panel FMOLS models overall
present evidence of unlevered REIT returns being
slightly greater than the broad direct market
returns: the point estimate of 1.26 suggests that
a 1% direct market return, on average, corresponds
to a 1.26% unlevered REIT return.
Despite the heterogeneity across countries as
exhibited by the homogeneity test statistics and
the individual country point estimates, the key
insights of the regression models are: (1) an inves
tor can track the longer-run return developments
of a broad direct market investment portfolio that
includes real estate from the six countries by
investing in broad REIT indexes for the same coun
tries, and (2) the expected return on a broad REIT
portfolio for the six countries is slightly higher than
that on the broad direct market portfolio. This is in
contrast with the F-test results according to which
the equality of expected returns for unlevered listed
and direct real estate cannot be rejected. Given the
complications with the simple F-test discussed in
section 2, the regression results are the preferred
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ones. The higher expected return on REITs implies
that investors set slightly greater risk premia for
REITs, possibly due to the much greater shorthorizon correlation between REIT and stock
returns than that between direct real estate and
stock returns.
The finding that unlevered listed and direct real
estate total return indexes are cointegrated is in line
with several previous studies for individual coun
tries in which property type has been controlled for
(Boudry et al. 2012; Hoesli and Oikarinen 2012;
Yunus, Hansz, and Kennedy 2012; Hoesli,
Oikarinen, and Serrano 2015; Hoesli and
Oikarinen 2016, who also test for the one-to-one
relationship between the return indexes). These
analyses generally suggest that only direct real
estate prices adjust towards the long-run relation.
An exception is the study by Boudry et al. (2012)
which reports significant adjustment of both secur
itized and direct markets.
Panel SVAR analysis

Given that the return indexes are cointegrated, the
estimated SVAR model includes an errorcorrection mechanism: the one period lagged
deviation of REITs (based on the MG-FMOLS
parameter estimates) from the long-term relation
is included as an additional variable in the equa
tions for real estate returns. In line with most pre
vious evidence, only direct market returns adjust
statistically significantly towards the long-term
equilibrium relation, the estimated annual adjust
ment speed being 37%. Nevertheless, we do not
restrict REITs to be weakly exogenous, i.e., we
allow for REITs too to adjust towards the longterm relation (the adjustment speed is 3.3%). This
does not affect the SVAR results.
In addition to the real estate returns and the
error-correction term, the SVAR model includes
five fundamentals: GDP, D, R, S, and L, of which
GDP and global liquidity are in the natural log
form. The fundamentals are included in the
model in differences, as they are non-stationary in
levels but stationary in the first difference. The
model includes one lag based on the Schwartz
4

Bayesian Criterion.4 Hence, the effective sample
size in the SVAR estimation is 108 observations.
We estimate the SVAR model to investigate and
compare the reaction patterns of broad REIT market
returns and broad direct real estate market returns
to various economic shocks. Hence, the examination
of impulse response functions (IRFs) is of major
interest here. We identify the shocks from the sys
tem by imposing 15 short-term restrictions in the
model. Hence, the model is just-identified. The
restrictions are based on theoretical considerations
and previous empirical observations regarding the
reactions of the variables to various shocks. It is
assumed that GDP is only affected contempora
neously by its own shocks, but shocks in GDP influ
ence all the other variables simultaneously. This is
a common assumption in SVAR models, as the real
economy is usually assumed and has been shown to
respond sluggishly to shocks in other variables, and
because changes in income (GDP) are expected to
affect rapidly the other variables.
The sentiment, too, is assumed to be sluggish
to react: S is allowed to react contempora
neously only to shocks in GDP, since sentiment
tends to be considerably more rigid to adjust in
the short term than financial variables. As listed
securities should react immediately to shocks in
the fundamentals, we do not impose any restric
tions on the short-term REIT reactions.
However, given the substantial frictions in the
direct real estate market and the lead–lag rela
tions between REIT and direct market returns
observed in the literature (Hoesli and Oikarinen
2012; Yunus, Hansz, and Kennedy 2012; Hoesli,
Oikarinen, and Serrano 2015), the direct market
is restricted to react to REIT shocks only with
lag. Although the empirical literature suggests
that the direct market absorbs the information
revealed by the listed market sluggishly, we also
investigated whether the IRFs are notably differ
ent if the direct market is allowed to concur
rently react to REIT shocks. While there are no
more than negligible differences in the other
IRFs, the assumption affects the short-term reac
tion of direct real estate to a REIT shock –
hence we also show this IRF.

This criterion tends to be more accurate than alternative ones for the kind of sample size that we have (Ivanov and Kilian 2005). One lag appears to be
sufficient to capture the model dynamics, as the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation in model residuals is not rejected (the p-value being 0.15) in the
Lagrange Multiplier test with lag length two. The estimated SVAR also meets the stability condition, as all the eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle.
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To distinguish the shocks stemming from finan
cial market variables from each other, we impose
restrictions to the short-term reactions of D, L, and
R. For one, we wish to be able to make a distinction
between credit/liquidity supply shocks (‘global
liquidity shocks’) and credit demand shocks. In
the empirical literature, it has proven to be extre
mely hard to separate between credit supply and
credit demand shocks in SVAR analyses (e.g., Peek,
Rosengren, and Tootell 2003; Uhlig 2005). Second,
the aim is to identify a risk premium shock that can
be distinguished from the credit shocks. For these
purposes, we allow R to simultaneously react to the
other two financial market shocks, while L does not
respond immediately to shocks originating from R,
and D is restricted not to react immediately to
shocks taking place in L or R. Furthermore, D, L,
and R are restricted not to react concurrently to
real estate market shocks, which also helps in dis
tinguishing real estate shocks from shocks that
originate from the economic fundamentals
included in the analysis. As explained below, the
imposed restrictions yield shocks that can be inter
preted as liquidity supply, credit demand, and risk
premium shocks as wished.5
Figures 3 and 4 show the reactions (i.e., the IRFs)
of unlevered REIT returns and direct market
returns to the seven shocks up to eight years from
the shock.6 The accumulated IRFs are shown to
illustrate the overall longer-term reactions.
Figures 3 and 4 are aimed especially at comparing
the responses of listed vs. direct real estate, and
including confidence bands for IRFs would make
these graphs difficult to read. Hence, separate pic
tures that include the confidence bands for each of
the reported IRFs are included in the appendix
(Figures A2 and A3).
The first shock is interpreted as a technology
shock in the economy, as it induces a permanent
increase in GDP and, in line with, e.g., Gali (1999)
and Ireland (2004), increases in the interest rate.
The second shock is a positive sentiment innova
tion that leads to asset price increases and to GDP
growth with lag. The third shock can be interpreted
5
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as an unexpected increase in the risk premium,
leading to lower GDP, asset prices, and global
liquidity. The fourth and fifth shocks, in turn, can
be distinguished as a positive global liquidity
(credit supply) shock and positive credit demand
shock. A positive credit supply shock is one that
increases credit with no increase, or even a decrease
as in our case, in the interest rate. In contrast,
a positive credit demand shock leads to increases
in both credit and the interest rate. Finally, the last
two shocks are those originating from the direct
real estate market (sixth shock) and the REIT mar
ket (seventh shock).
Figure 3 includes the reactions of listed and
direct real estate to the five first shocks, i.e., to
shocks in the economic fundamentals. The most
important observation is that the reactions to the
different shocks generally are similar. This is parti
cularly prominent over longer horizons, implying
that REITs and direct real estate provide similar
exposure to various economic risk factors over
investment horizons that are typical for real estate
investors, and is in line with the results reported
above in that a broad REIT index can be used to
track the broad direct market performance reason
ably well. The estimated IRFs are also in line with
those presented in Hoesli and Oikarinen (2012).
All the responses are significant, at least in the short
run, except for those on a technology shock.
The important difference between this analysis
and that of Hoesli and Oikarinen (2012) is that
sectoral-mix is not controlled for in the current
analysis. Thus, our SVAR results too include the
novel implication that an investor does not neces
sarily need to worry about sectoral composition
when aiming to track the broad direct investment
market performance by REITs, as a broad REIT
index appears to do a good job in giving such an
exposure, at least if an investor is aiming to diver
sify across the six countries included in this
analysis.
Other novelties in this analysis compared with
that in Hoesli and Oikarinen (2012) are the use of
a panel of multiple countries, the examination of

The identification of the IRFs is based on a short-term restriction structure similar to the Cholesky decomposition. Since the ordering of the variables, i.e., the
imposed restrictions, is based on economic considerations and reasonable economic interpretation can be given for each of the shocks, the model can be
seen as a SVAR.
6
In the SVAR analysis too, the results basically are based on assuming similar portfolio weights for each of the countries. We checked the IRFs with some
alternative identifying restrictions as well. While the conclusions regarding the similarity of mid- to long-run real estate return responses and faster short-term
reaction of REITs remain valid, the interpretation of fundamental shocks are much less clear with these alternative structures.
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Figure 3. Accumulated impulse responses of listed and direct real estate to one standard deviation shocks in economic fundamentals.

the shocks based on a structural VAR, and the
investigation of the influences of a global liquidity
shock. As expected, real estate returns are posi
tively influenced by the sentiment and global
liquidity shocks: while higher sentiment predicts
greater growth in demand for real estate space,
better liquidity (greater availability of credit) is
expected to increase asset demand. Also in line
with prior expectations, a risk premium shock has
a negative impact on real estate values. The influ
ence of the technology shock on real estate is nega
tive initially due to an increase in the interest rate
(discount factor effect), but turns positive over the
longer run. Because of the increased interest rate,

the short-term effect of a credit demand shock on
real estate returns is negative, but this influence
eventually vanishes.
Figure 4 presents the reaction of real estate returns
to shocks in each other. These shocks can originate
from multiple sources (other than the fundamentals
included in the model) that can influence real estate
returns including, e.g., institutional changes in real
estate markets. The specific sources of these shocks
remain unknown, but we name these real estate
shocks since only real estate returns, and not the key
fundamentals included in the model, react to these
shocks concurrently. While the listed market reacts
rapidly to direct real estate market shocks, the
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Figure 4. Accumulated impulse responses of listed and direct real estate to one standard deviation shocks in each other.

response of the direct market to REIT shocks is highly
sluggish. This is in line with earlier literature.
Obviously, the observed direct market reaction is
more rapid if direct real estate is allowed to immedi
ately react to REIT related shocks (shown by the
dashed curve), but even in that case the first year
reaction is only about half of the eventual overall
influence of the shock. Anyhow, the IRFs indicate
that over a horizon of several years the two types of
real estate assets react to real estate-related shocks in
a similar manner.
Interestingly, the real estate-related shocks
have a positive effect on global liquidity. This
interaction between global liquidity (i.e., global
availability of credit) and real estate values is in
line with the financial accelerator mechanism
(Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist 1999; Kiyotaki
and Moore 1997) that can create self-reinforcing
cycles between real estate values and credit sup
ply and thereby strengthen or even cause macro
economic cycles.7 This can also be seen in the
listed and direct real estate reactions to the global
liquidity shock: they keep increasing still many
years after the initial shock.
V. Conclusions

This paper makes use of data for six prominent
markets, accounting for over 70% of the free
7

float of REIT market capitalization in developed
countries, and modern panel econometrics to
shed more light on the relationship between
listed and direct real estate investments. We
adopt a broad approach in that we consider
a panel of several countries and whether invest
ing in a REIT index rather than a direct real
estate index – without controlling for composi
tional effects related to property types and loca
tions – yields similar return and risk
characteristics. Our results suggest that this gen
erally is the case: once leverage of REITs and
management costs of direct real estate have been
controlled for, the returns and return volatilities
of the two types of real estate exposure are of
similar magnitude at the panel level, although
the cointegrating group-mean FMOLS regres
sion indicates that the long-term return on
REITs is slightly greater than that of the direct
real estate market. Moreover, the correlation
between listed and direct real estate increases
with the time horizon, while the correlation
between listed real estate and stocks declines.
Based on a panel SVAR model, the returns of the
two types of real estate assets also react similarly to
various economic shocks. This indicates that the
broad listed and direct real estate return indexes
provide similar exposure to economic risk factors.
While we observe positive global liquidity shocks to

It is reasonable to assume that the real estate market reactions are mostly due to increases in asset values: values are expected to increase due to the impact of
greater credit availability on capitalization rates [a discussion and empirical evidence are provided by Chervachidze and Wheaton (2013); see Kiyotaki and
Moore (1997) for a theoretical discussion]. The influence of such shocks on rents is less clear, as based on the four-quadrant model of the real estate market
(DiPasquale and Wheaton 1992) the impact on rents could even be negative. In any case, any changes in rents directly affect values as well.
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increase both listed and direct real estate values, we
also find positive real estate market shocks to
increase the liquidity. These observations are in
line with the well-known financial accelerator
mechanism.
Given the aim, data, and methods in this
study, the main conclusions concern an investor
who aims to track the performance of a broad
portfolio of direct real estate investments in
a number of prominent markets by investing
in listed real estate. For such an investor, the
key implication is that one does not necessarily
need to put effort in trying to track the property
type mix and within-country geographic compo
sition of the direct investment market, as even
the broad REIT indexes appear to do reasonably
well in tracking the broad direct market perfor
mance over a mid- to long-term investment
horizon.
While this appears to be the case for a portfolio
that is well diversified across major countries, it
does not apply for all individual countries: in single
countries, the discrepancy in the property type
compositions of REITs compared with the direct
market (as proxied by the MSCI index) can be large
enough to yield notable differences in the perfor
mance between the listed and direct markets
(Germany is an example). Moreover, the implica
tion applies if the aim is to track a direct portfolio
that would include similar leverage to that of
REITs. If the aim is to track the unlevered direct
portfolio performance, an investor would have to
use other capital market instruments to remove the
effect of leverage in REITs.
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Appendix
Table A1.
Variable
(abbreviation)
Listed real estate (REIT)
Direct real estate
(MSCI)
REIT market leverage
Gross domestic
product (GDP)
Default risk premium
(D)
Short-term interest
rate (R)
Consumer confidence
Consumer sentiment
(S)
Global liquidity (L)

Definition

Source

EPRA/NAREIT total return indexes
MSCI total return indexes of institutional real estate holdings

EPRA/NAREIT
MSCI

Mean leverage level of constituent listed property companies over the time period
GDP of each country

Bloomberg
Macrobond

Spread between the low-grade corporate bond benchmark yield (BBB, Moody’s) and the 10- Macrobond
year government bond yield
Three-month interbank rate
Macrobond
National consumer opinion survey values
Macrobond
Residual series of the OLS regression of consumer confidence on the economic fundamentals Own computations
(GDP, D, R)
Total credit from banks to the non-bank sector globally
Macrobond / Bank of International
Settlements
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Australia
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6.0

6.5
6.0
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5.0
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Figure A1. Actual unlevered listed indexes and MG-FMOLS fits (in natural logs).
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0.488***
0.496***
0.372***
Direct
0.581***
0.536***
0.434***
Direct
0.705***
0.665***
0.508**
Direct
0.522**
0.490***
0.585***
Direct
0.072
0.001
0.058
Direct
0.244
0.202
0.349
Direct
0.849***
0.820***
0.605***
Direct
0.424*
0.352
0.370

One-Year Correlations
Direct

*, **and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Panel Overall
(With Germany)
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
Panel Overall (Without Germany)
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
Australia
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
France
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
Germany
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
Netherlands
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
U.K.
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
U.S.
Listed Levered
Listed Unlevered
Stocks
0.568***
Listed Unl.

0.578***
Listed Unl.

0.768***
Listed Unl.

0.549**
Listed Unl.

0.562**
Listed Unl.

0.592***
Listed Unl.

0.549**
Listed Unl.

0.518**

0.988***
0.608***
Listed Lev.
0.992***
0.789***
Listed Lev.
0.990***
0.587***
Listed Lev.
0.971***
0.682***
Listed Lev.
0.992***
0.629***
Listed Lev.
0.994***
0.571**
Listed Lev.
0.984***
0.607***

Listed Unl.

0.962***
0.620***
Listed Lev.

Listed Lev.

Table A2. Correlations between investments over one- and two-year horizons

0.597***
0.625***
0.396***
Direct
0.704***
0.666***
0.483***
Direct
0.832***
0.825***
0.647***
Direct
0.623***
0.612***
0.586**
Direct
0.108
0.012
-0.059
Direct
0.354
0.341
0.298
Direct
0.893***
0.870***
0.576**
Direct
0.700***
0.632***
0.518**

Two-Year Correlations
Direct

0.982***
0.632***

0.994***
0.637***
Listed Lev.

0.584**
0.538**
Listed Lev.

0.978***
0.850***
Listed Lev.

0.985***
0.669***
Listed Lev.

0.996***
0.803***
Listed Lev.

0.986***
0.596***
Listed Lev.

0.956***
0.651***
Listed Lev.

Listed Lev.

0.542**

0.630***
Listed Unl.

0.989***
Listed Unl.

0.804***
Listed Unl.

0.637***
Listed Unl.

0.822***
Listed Unl.

0.596***
Listed Unl.

0.609***
Listed Unl.

Listed Unl.
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Figure A2. Accumulated impulse responses of listed real estate to one standard deviation shocks with 90% confidence bands based on
Monte Carlo simulation with 500 draws.
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Figure A3. Accumulated impulse responses of direct real estate to one standard deviation shocks with 90% confidence bands based
on Monte Carlo simulation with 500 draws.

